
FROM LEASE CHECKS TO 
DIVISION ORDERS: 



HOW IT OFTEN BEGINS…

THE GEOLOGIST THE LANDMAN

This geology looks

GREAT! Let’s drill 

baby, drill!

Not so fast Geologist, there’s one

important question we must answer 

first…CAN WE DRILL?



WHAT’S GOING ON IN OUR AREA OF INTEREST?

-THE LEASE CHECK-

 Lease checks are typically performed as a precursor to contemplated acquisitions & help companies identify the apparent 

status of the most current leases within a particular area of interest (AOI), if any…

❑ HBP: Leasehold is held by production in it’s entirety and not available for lease; however, this interest may be available through farm-in 

or assignment from current Lessee(s) 

❑ Partially HBP/Partially Open: Leasehold is held by production only as to certain depths OR only as to a portion of the leasehold, 

and therefore the depths and/or acreage that have pughed out may be open for lease

❑ PrimaryTerm: Leasehold probably doesn’t need to be maintained by development/production yet and is not available for lease (may

be available through farm-in or assignment from current Lessee(s)

❑ Open: Primary Term of most recent lease appears to be expired absent development, the lease has been released of record, or 

production on the lease (or lands pooled therewith) has ceased & the lease is not being otherwise maintained

❑ Possibly Open:  Acreage appears open, but more information is needed to confirm leasehold status (i.e. a copy of the OGL to verify 

continuous development or shut-in provisions, pugh clause, etc.)

The Lease Check DOES NOT confirm mineral ownership



THE LEASE CHECK - CONTINUED

AOI

AOI MAP



THE LEASE CHECK – CONTINUED

Essentially the question is always - Is there enough available acreage for us to establish a material position?



-THE LEASE CHECK- CONTINUED

The Lease Check also helps companies get a better idea of competitor activity in the area:

 Were there a ton of leases taken recently?

 Are there undeveloped leases that are reaching the end of their primary term?

 Are there legacy leases that have been HBP’d?

 Has there been no leasing/drilling activity over the last 40 years?

The answer to each of these 

questions potentially changes the 

course of the Company’s 

acquisition plan

So what if you see an opportunity and want to jump in and start leasing/acquiring interest?



SO IT BEGINS:  WHAT EXACTLY IS OPEN FOR LEASE? 

-THE MINERAL OWNERSHIP REPORT-

After establishing through the Lease Check that a material position may be achievable and enough available interest may

exist, a Company will want to:

1. Determine ownership of a property that appears open

 Landmen can review county records digitally using online public resources (TexasFile, DrillingInfo, Courthouse Direct) OR 

in-person at the county courthouse (more comprehensive but more cumbersome)

 Public records are usually run forward from either i) sovereignty of the soil or ii) a point deemed reliable by the Company 

(i.e. after a stipulation of interest, from the end-date of the most recent title report, etc.)

 The MOR will show WHO owns WHAT SHARE of the total minerals in any given property, available or not

2. Confirm the interest is available for lease

 Landmen will also review historic drilling & production activity on the property to more accurately confirm status of lease

 Resources to research historic oil & gas activity include DrillingInfo, Railroad Commission of Texas, MSOGB, Sonris, etc.



THE MINERAL OWNERSHIP REPORT - CONTINUED

The MOR generally includes: 

• WHO owns the MI & their contact info

• HOW MUCH MI they appear to own

• STATUS of the subject MI

• Any glaring title issues that could ultimately affect the MI 

ownership and that may need to be further researched

Leasehold title may or may not be included (some companies 

don’t care to know info about ‘unavailable interests’ other than 

“HBP’d” or “Leased by Others”)

IF the Company wants to acquire acreage that is HBP’d or 

Leased by Others, leasehold title will need to be run out as well

Companies will primarily use the MOR to start acquiring new 

leases, as it’s a quick & fairly reliable title analysis 

HOWEVER, if the Company wants to really verify that they’re leasing the correct parties…
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CONFIRMATION!

-THE RUNSHEET-

 Many times in the preparation of the MOR, the Landmen will be instructed to compile a runsheet, or a collection of ALL 
DOCUMENTS filed of record affecting title to a particular property for a particular period of time

 Like the MOR, the runsheet usually covers from sovereignty of soil OR from another reliable starting point in the chain of title

 These documents are stored at the office of the county clerk for the county in which the minerals are located (or should 
be!)

 Again, the field Landman can review the records digitally or in-person at the courthouse

 The field Landmen will often check the records of nearby counties for any missing title docs

 Runsheets can be short, or fill many boxes (think subdivision tracts)

 Since records are tied to the abstract #’s of the land they affect, there will be a separate runsheet for each abstract

 Sometimes multiple title chains exist within one abstract (subdivided lands, lots, etc.)

 This is why some people call runsheets ‘abstracts’

 The final runsheet is what the title attorney needs to review to confirm ownership AND identify any issues with title 
that may ultimately affect ownership to the property and require curative action



THE RUNSHEET - CONTINUED



THINGS ARE GETTING SERIOUS

-THE TITLE OPINION-

Up to this point, ownership & title issues have been ascertained by the Landmen…

But when it comes to spending sizeable sums of $$ on acquiring leases or drilling a 
well, Companies often turn to a TITLE ATTORNEY to confirm:

 They’re leasing (and developing the minerals of) the correct parties & 

 ALL potential risk factors with their leasehold have been identified

Otherwise they run a greater risk of…

 Leasing the wrong people and trespassing into unleased minerals

 Not identifying the correct WIO’s, resulting in carrying an uncommitted cotenant

 Not seeking correct regulatory permissions (i.e. Rule 37)

 Paying landowners who should be in title suspense

 AND SO MUCH MORE!

 Most JOA’s will require Operator to obtain a title opinion on the drillsite tract(s), a 
requirement to protect the joint interest owners



THERE’S NO SUCH THING AS PERFECT TITLE

-CURATIVE-

 The title attorney will review the runsheet and render their opinion of how the property 
is owned, and what factors may potentially affect the ownership to the property (gaps in 
title, conveyances with ambiguous language or questionable intent, unknown family lineage, etc.)

 To avoid making an ownership ASSUMPTION when records are incomplete, the attorney 
will make requirements in the opinion to ‘cure’ the title so the ownership may be 
determined (title curative) 

 Affidavits of Death & Heirship

 Last Will & Testaments, Letters Testamentary & Orders Admitting Will to Probate

 Ratifications by NEMI/NPRI owners, remaindermen

 Stipulations of Interest 

 We could go on forever here…

 Often times the attorney will render a supplemental title opinion AFTER having received 
curative, as the ownership is significantly affected & a new interest breakdown is 
warranted 

 Title curative is often obtained by the Landmen or the DO Analyst (or both!)

 Landmen usually clear DRILL TITLE

 DO Analysts usually clear PAY TITLE



ALL TITLE OPINIONS ARE NOT CREATED THE SAME

-THE BREAKDOWN-

There are a few different types of title opinions that a company can request 
for leasing, development OR payment activities: 

 Original Drilling Opinion should be rendered pre-drill and focuses on confirming MI
and leasehold ownership so the Company knows i) who should be leased & for what
interests, and ii) who their potential partners are

 Supplemental Title Opinion is rendered when there is an existing opinion, but
something happens that warrants an update or revision (maybe there’s an older
opinion and title needs to be brought up-to-date, or an opinion covers just the MI and
is being supplemented to include leasehold ownership)

 Division Order Title Opinion is rendered to identify what parties will be paid what
interest when production is achieved. The appeal of the DOTO is that it incorporates
the mineral, royalty, and leasehold estates into one opinion that essentially details how
to pay each party post-production

The runsheet that the attorney uses to render an opinion will be catered to the type of opinion 
being requested (i.e. no royalty records need to be included in a runsheet for a drilling opinion)

Original Title Opinion 

Tract 1

Original Title Opinion 

Tract 2

Supplemental Title Opinion 

Tract 3

Division O
rder Title O

pinion (unitized interests of Tracts 1-3) 



TIME TO PAY UP
-DIVISION ORDERS-

We’ve reviewed the title opinions and cured hundreds of title requirements, WHAT NOW!?

It’s finally time for the division orders to be sent out!  The basic function of a division order is to:

 Confirm reliable address & TIN for Payee

 Verify that Payee and Payor agree on Payee’s share of production 

 Notify the Payee of effective date, production type and description of producing property

 Notify Payee of Payor’s liability for incorrect payment per the terms of the DO

Things to consider before sending out DO’s:

 Is Payee’s interest free & clear to pay, or is it in SUSPENSE?

 What does the lease mandate regarding timely payment? Or do we need to pay per TXNRC §91.402?

 Does the lease stipulate that no executed DO is required for payment?

Important to Note: 

 The division order CANNOT change or amend any provisions of the governing lease/agreement

 Some leases/agreements don’t require execution of division orders as a requirement for payment



ANY QUESTIONS?

Contact Info:

Erin Raughton, CPL

Headington Energy Partners, LLC

o: 214/696-7718

eraughton@headingtonenergy.com

mailto:eraughton@headingtonenergy.com

